
National World Tuna Day
World Tuna Day highlights the
importance of maintaining
sustainable fishing practices. While
many people are familiar with the
glasses-wearing cartoon tuna found
on a can, did you know there are
more than two dozen varieties of
tuna, and some of them grow to an
impressive size? 

Blackfin Tuna can be 3.5 feet long.
Albacore tuna can be as long as 4.5
feet long, and Atlantic Bluefin tuna
can be up to about 15 feet! But don’t
let their size fool you. Tuna are swift
swimmers and can reach speeds
between 44 and 62 miles per hour.
Tuna are masters of disguise, able to
camouflage their skin to blend in
with their ocean surroundings. More
than 96 countries around the world
participate in the conservation and
management of tuna to help stop
and prevent overfishing.  
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Today in History

In 1938, American singer
Ella Fitzgerald recorded
“A-Tisket, A-Tasket” with
Chick Webb and his
orchestra. The song
reached number one on
“Your Hit Parade” and
she performed the song
in the Abbott and
Costello film, “Ride ‘Em
Cowboy” in 1942.



TRIVIA

TODAY’S WISDOM

"Beautiful young people are accidents of nature, 
but beautiful old people are works of art." 

- Eleanor Roosevelt

Which 1950s car was
considered to have the
most extreme tailfins?

A

B

C

D

TODAY’S FUNNY
What do you call a sad
cup of coffee?

Depresso.

Packard Caribbean

Ford Edsel

Cadillac Eldorado

Chevy Corvair

DID YOU KNOW?

Charley Pride was the first Black
country singer to receive the
honor of being inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame. Pride
idolized Jackie Robinson and
wanted a professional baseball
career in the Negro American
League. Good thing that didn't
work out for him, he was named
the CMA Entertainer of the Year
in 1971 and went on to have 29 No.
1 country hits before his 2020
death at age 86.

Charley was Almost a
Baseball Player



WORD SEARCH

CARE

LOVE

FLOWERS

FLOWERBED

GARDEN

MEDICINAL

THERAPEUTIC

AESTHETIC

PROPERTIES

FRAGRANCE

WATERING

POLLINATORS

GIFTS

OCCASIONS



Each 9x9 box is
comprised of 9 smaller
3x3 boxes. Each of
these smaller boxes
must be filled in with
numbers from 1-9.  
Each row and column
of the larger 9x9 box
should not have any
numbers repeated.

If you get stuck, try
asking yourself
“Where can I place
number X in this row
or column?” Scan to
see if the number is
already in that row,
column, or box. 

How To Play:

Helpful Tip:

SUDOKU



INDULGENT
Every answer uses only the letters in the word:

Down Across

1. Bring it here
3. Pistol challenge
4. Car door ding
5. Burrow
6. Singing pair
8. Let borrow

2. Revise
4. Keto is one
6. Eat out at a restaurant
7. Paste down
9. Ebb & flow motion
10. _____Cup (Golf movie)

WORD JUMBLE



CRYPTOGRAM
Each number stands for a letter. The correlating number for

3 of the letters has been provided as a starting point. Find the
numbers in the puzzle and write the assigned letter. Single

letters and word length are all hints. Be sure to keep track of
what numbers are used for each letter to decode the message!





Trivia Answer: B.

SOLUTIONS

The Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz
Convertible was the ultimate
space-age car of the 1950s with
the highest tail fins ever put on
an American production car. 


